This is What You Will Need For The Snowbody Christmas Bridge Card

Paper
1 sheet Real Red Cardstock cut to 4 ¼” x 8”. Score 8” side at 1 ¼”, 2 ½”, 5 ½”, 6 ¾”
1 piece of Real Red Cardstock cut to 1 ¼” x 5 ½” for bridge
2 pieces of Basic Gray Cardstock cut to 1” x 4”
2 pieces of the Peaceful Place designers series paper cut to 1” x 4”
1 piece of Peaceful Place designers series paper cut to 1” x 5 ¼” to decorate bridge section
1 ¼” sheet of Basic White to stamp Snowmen on and the sentiment on
1 piece of Basic White measuring 2 ¾” x 3 ½”.
1 piece of Basic White cut 2” wide by about 2 ½” to stamp Merry Christmas on
DSP (Designers Series Paper)
Peaceful Place DSP
Stamps & Dies
Snowbody Better Cling Stamp Set
Pretty Pillowbox Dies
Ink
Tuxedo Black Memento Ink Pad
Basic Gray Ink Pad (optional to stamp sentiment in)
Real Red Ink Pad
Blends
Real Red Stampin Blends
Night of Navy Stampin Blends
Pumpkin Pie Stampin Blends
Shaded Spruce Stampin Blends
Balmy Blue Stampin Blends
Daffodil Delight Blends
Basic Black Blends
Color Lifter
Embellishments
A small piece of red bakers twine or ribbon ( whatever you have)
Adhesive
Multipurpose Glue
Punch
Delightful Tag Topper Punch
Tools

Bone Folder
Paper Trimmer
Simply Shammy (to clean stamps)
Scissors
Stamparatus or choose acrylic blocks
Stampin’ Cut & Emboss Machine
Instructions
1. Once you have cut and scored the paper go to the second score line and fold toward the
center. Do the same from the opposite side. Now take the first and last score line and fold in
the opposite direction. If this is difficult to understand just look at a clip of the video. It will
be easy to see how to do this.
2. Put glue on two sides and the bottom of the piece of Basic White measuring 2 ¾” x 3 ½”.
Next place this piece of Basic White measuring 2 ¾” x 3 ½” to the center of the back of the
card base. Put the side with no glue at the top. Take a piece of Basic White 2” wide and
stamp Merry Christmas on. Using the Delightful Tag Topper punch slide your 2” piece of
stamped Basic White into the punch to make a pretty tag on one end. Use a small piece of
bakers twine or ribbon to thread through the hole. Adjust the length of the tag to put in back
of card base pocket.
3. Using the Tuxedo Black Momento Ink stamp the snowmen about ½” or a little more up from
the bottom of the basic white piece of cardstock. Using the blends color the snowmen.
4. Cut the snowmen to 2 7/8” x 4”. Remember to cut it so that there is a border of white at the
bottom and a little space above the bird so that it will fit onto your card base.
5. Stamp your sentiment, “Warm Winter Wishes” in either black or basic gray. Using small label
die from the Pretty Pillowbox Dies, cut out sentiment by running through your die machine.
Lay aside.
6. Glue the snowmen panel in the center of the card base. Next glue the basic gray panels
measuring 1” x 4” to each side of the snowmen being careful to line up. Lastly glue the 2
pieces of the Peaceful Place designers series paper cut to 1” x 4” on the outside flaps.
7. Now glue the piece of Peaceful Place designers series paper cut to 1” x 5 ¼” on the piece of
Real Red Cardstock cut to 1 ¼” x 5 ½” for bridge.
8. Glue the sentient in the center of this piece.
9. Now put glue on one end of the bridge piece about ¾” from end and glue to the first flap near
the bottom of the card. Next put glue on the far right of the bridge about ¾” from the end and
glue to the last flap.
10. Now you are done. Just lay to one side flat and it will go in you’re A-2 envelope.

Envelope (Optional)
Using your tape runner put tape on the top side of the flap of the envelope. Carefully lay your
piece of DSP (Designer Series Paper) measuring 2 3/8” x 6”on the flap starting at the fold of the flap.
Trim and you are done!

Stampin’ UP does not sell these but they are very helpful in card making
Reverse tweezers with pointed tip
Tombow Mono sand and rubber eraser combo
Adhesive Remover (2”x2” block”)

